The Mountbatten Medal

A list of recipients of the Mountbatten Medal from 1992, named after The Earl Mountbatten of Burma, the first Chairman of the National Electronics Council.

2020  Associate Professor Dr Tong Boon Tang BEng(Hons) PhD SMIEEE
2019  Dr Irwin Mark Jacobs ScD HonFIET FIEEE
2018  Professor William Webb BEng MBA PhD DSc DTech CEng FREng FIET FIEEE
2017  Professor Shuji Nakamura
2016  Professor Jean Armstrong BSc MSc PhD FIEEE FIEAust MIET
2015  Dr A Finkel AO FTSE FIEAust
2014  Dr Ronjon Nag FIET
2013  Dr Ian Nussey OBE FREng HonFIET
2012  Professor Vincent Fusco, BSc PhD DSc FREng CEng FIET
2011  Professor Peter McOwen
2010  Professor Eli Yablonovitch
2009  Mr David Ogden
2008  Professor Kevin Warwick BSc PhD DIC DSc(Eng) FCGI CEng
2007  Professor Andrew Blake FREng FRS
2006  Mr John P Leighfield
2005  Sir David Brown
2004  Professor Andy Hopper
2003  
2002  
2001  Professor David N Payne
2000  Hermann Hauser
1999  Mrs Steve Shirley
1998  Professor J D Rhodes
1997  Professor Tom Kilburn
1996  Mr Tim Berners-Lee
1995  Dr Peter L Bonfield
1994  Dr David Potter
1993  Professor W A Gambling